How does stubbornness affect one to the point that
he falls prey to the urge to make a Golden Calf? This came
shortly after receiving the Torah and the beginning of a new
life, a new relationship with Hashem. Rav Wolbe explains that
inculcated stubbornness renders one unable to give up old
routines and habits with which he was raised and with which
he is comfortable. This is despite the fact that he is acutely
aware that he has turned the page and that, in his present
state, they are no longer appropriate. Moshe Rabbeinu was
their leader, and now he was gone. They felt that they needed
a replacement. While in Egypt, idolatry was a way of life, so
why not now? Now, without Moshe, they would create a
molten image to take his place. What about the fact that it
smacked of idolatry? They would simply revert to the “Egypt
mode.” Their stubborn tendency kicked in and told them that,
if idolatry was good enough in Egypt, why not now?
Stubbornness and idol worship are dangerous when
fused. Idolatry was in their past; stubbornness allowed them
to return to their past iniquity and even feel good about it.
Although on the surface the two aspects of their sin seem
unrelated to one another, the Mashgiach explains that,
indeed, a common thread courses between them: both
reflect a lack of temimus, earnest and sincere commitment to
Hashem. Temimus is the ability to live wholeheartedly with
Hashem. When one refuses to relinquish his old harmful
predispositions, he worries about the past, the future and
everything in between. Torah observance demands purity of
mind in which one maintains complete focus only on Hashem
– no other entity, no other ideas that run counter to our belief
in Hashem.
This problem continues to haunt us to this very day.
While today it is not about idolatry, we still are guilty of
“dancing between the two opinions.” We continue to
straddle the fence with regard to our full commitment to
Hashem. I am not talking about those who maintain dual
interfaith allegiances. They have nothing, because they have
reduced their religion to a superfluous addenda. They ignore
the profundity, tradition and sacrifice involved in Judaism. To
them, it is nothing more than lox and bagels on Sunday,
masquerades on Purim, latkes and dreidel on Chanukah,
matzah balls, gefilte fish and wine on Pesach. They did away
with Shabbos long ago, with no real need for Rosh Hashanah
and Succos. Yom Kippur still has value, otherwise they could
not have their break the fast meal at the local restaurant.
Kashrus went out the door about the same time as Shabbos.
I address, however, those of “our own” who
attempt to secularize, liberalize and minimize the Torah,
halachah and the long-standing traditions that have kept us
apart from the rest of the world. The new catchwords are
“acceptance” “change” “modernity” and “openness.” The
lines of demarcation between men and women with regard
to serving Hashem have been breached by those who seek
change and demand acceptance. They forget that halachah is
not man-made and tradition is an ideal for which our
forebears sacrificed. Morality, tznius, family life and respect
for Torah leaders have been undermined, impugned, and, in

some instances, trashed. While this was something that might
have been expected from the secular streams, it is shameful
when those who were raised to respect halachah, represent
tznius – both in moral modesty and a mindset that bespeaks
humility – are the ones to eschew both. Those who straddle
both sides of the fence have been afflicted with the same
insecurity that led to the stubbornness that created the eigal.
There is a forum for halachic discussion; it certainly is not
social media. When Rebbetzin Sara Schenirer a.h. wanted to
initiate change, she spoke to – and received the support of –
the gedolei Yisrael. Someone who is not willing to take this
approach apparently knows what the response will be.

Va’ani Tefillah
 – וקבצנו יחד מארבע כנפות הארץV’kabtzeinu yachad
meiarbo kanfos ha’aretz. And gather us together from
the four corners of the earth.

Gathering together apples and oranges and placing
them in one basket does not alter the fact that they are
distinct from one another in their variant species. Likewise,
simply gathering Jews from all walks of life and streams of
belief – spiritually and ideologically – will not catalyze the
Redemption’s enduring fruition if there will be discord and
constant controversy. As long as there is disunity and discord
the Redemption is in danger of disintegrating. Thus, as Horav
Avigdor Miller, zl, explains, we say yachad (v’kabtzeinu
yachad), “together,” all as one. We anxiously await that
glorious day, when, despite our differences of opinion,
ideology, tradition, custom, mode of practice – or lack thereof
– Hashem will gather us together from all four corners of the
earth – and belief – and make us one.
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Parashas Ki Sisa

תשע"ח

 לרחצה...ועשית כיור נחשת
You shall make a copper Laver… for washing. (30:18)
The Kiyor, Laver, was a large, copper utensil filled
with water, from which the Kohanim were required to wash
their hands and feet prior to performing the service. This
washing was not for purposes of hygiene, but for the sake of
kiddush, sanctification. The Kohanim purified their hands and
feet, representing the upper and lower parts of the body,
symbolic of the Kohen’s total devotion and the sublimation of
his entire body to the service which he was about to perform.
The Laver is not mentioned in the previous parshiyos
(Terumah,Tetzaveh) together with the other utensils of the
Mishkan, because, as Sforno observes, its function was
different. While the other utensils caused the Shechinah,
Divine Presence, to rest on the Mishkan, the Laver prepared
the Kohanim for the service which they were about to
perform.
The Kiyor was not made from the copper that was
contributed as part of the Terumas HaMishkan. Its copper
was derived from a unique source. Later (Parashas Vayakhel
38:8), the Torah teaches that the Kiyor was made from maros
ha’tzovos asher tzavu pesach Ohel Moed, “Of the mirrors of
the legions that gathered at the Ohel Moed.” Rashi explains
these legions were the nashim tzidkaniyos, righteous women,
who came to contribute their copper mirrors to the Mishkan.
This was in addition to the copper used for the Terumas
HaMishkan. Thus, the copper which they donated was not
counted in the original reckoning of materials contributed for
the Mishkan.
The Kiyor was the only vessel not constructed of
materials donated by all the people. It was uniquely the
exclusive product of the women’s contributions. The
gathering of the women at the entrance to the Ohel Moed
indicates to what extent the women sought to have a part in
the avodas HaMishkan. Unlike those who would question
ritual, impugn tradition, undermine Halachah, the women of
old (I guess that is why they were called nashim tzikaniyos)
took their most prized possessions, their mirrors, which they
used to adorn themselves (for their husbands), symbolizing
the preoccupation with the mundane, and dedicated them to
the service of the Mishkan. Sheker ha’chein v’hevel ha’yofi,
“Grace is false, and beauty is vanity” (Mishlei 31:30), Shlomo
Hamelech declares (at the end of his depicture of the true
Aishes Chayil). That it is all about serving Hashem – not
garnering attention for oneself. Are chein and yofi that bad?
When that is all there is, if there is no yiraas Shomayim, then
sheker and hevel reign supreme.

פרשת כי תשא

Horav Yisrael Belsky, zl, further explains the women’s
relationship with the Kiyor. We must consider the purpose
served by the Kiyor, its function in the Mishkan. As mentioned
earlier, the Kohanim were enjoined to wash their hands and
feet prior to approaching the Mizbayach or entering the
Mishkan. This was a purification rite that prepared the Kohen
for the Mishkan by purifying him. The Kiyor, which was used as
the medium for this rite, was the focus of the women’s
contribution. These righteous women wanted to purify their
neshamos, souls, by casting aside the mirrors that they had used
for vanity and elevating them to serve the purification process
of the Kohanim. The very act of giving up the mirrors was in and
of itself a purification rite, and it imbued the shiny copper plates
with a special ability to purify the minds and bodies of those
who used the water within the Kiyor in preparation for the
Priestly Service. To purify others, one must himself/herself be
pure. The righteous women stood at the entrance of the Ohel
Moed. They understood that parameters exist with regard to
sanctity, parameters that are issued by the Almighty, not by
man – or woman.
Perhaps we might suggest an alternative reason for
the significance of the copper mirrors. If one wants to know how
he/she looks, he/she either asks someone (whom they trust) or
peers into a mirror. Mirrors do not lie. What one sees is reality.
In other words, the mirror provides the same function as does
another person: each informs you how you look. Obviously, the
fellow who has a mirror does not require the services of another
person. The mirror diminishes the need for people. The nashim
tzikdakniyos sought a way to increase the significance of people,
the need of one for another, while at the same time
contributing something of substance to the Mishkan. What is a
more appropriate gift than the gift of friendship? Do away with
the mirrors; rely on your friends. This was their message to the
Kohanim. You serve Hashem as agents of the people. Please do
not lose sight of those whose agents you are. As we rid
ourselves of our mirrors, thereby expelling something that
stands between us and the nation – so should you maintain the
legacy of redifas shalom, pursuit of peace, which you inherited
from Aharon HaKohen.

ואתה דבר אל בני ישראל לאמר אך את שבתתי תשמרו
And you shall speak to Bnei Yisrael saying, “However, you
must observe My Shabbos. (31:13)
V’atah tidaber; “And you should speak.” It almost
sounds as if it was only this mitzvah (Shabbos) that Moshe
Rabbeinu was to (personally) teach the nation. What about the
rest of the Torah? Did he not teach the entire Torah to Klal

Yisrael? Why is emphasis placed on the mitzvah of Shabbos?
longer was the creation of the first six days on the same
Chazal (Eiruvin 54:13) teach that there was a special seder,
pristine level as pre-chet Adam HaRishon.
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enter and Moshe taught the halachah to Aharon – after which
the only creation that remained guarded (like the second
Aharon’s sons entered, and Moshe taught them the halachah
jacket in the closet), protected from any taint of sin. It is for
– after which Elazar (the oldest surviving son and heir of
this reason that one is able to taste/experience mei’ein Olam
Aharon’s Kehunah Gedolah, High Priesthood) sat at Moshe’s
Habba, a semblance, a taste, of the World to Come, on
right and his brother, Issamar, sat to the left of Aharon. (Rabbi
Shabbos. The holy tzaddikim, righteous, of each generation,
Yehudah contends that Aharon sat at Moshe’s right.)
merit this sublime experience.
Afterwards, the Zekeinim, Elders, entered, and Moshe taught
them. When the Zekeinim left, the rest of the nation came
ושמרתם את השבת כי קדש היא לכם
forward, and Moshe taught them.
You shall observe the Shabbos for it is holy to you.
In summation, Aharon heard the lesson four times;
his sons heard it three times; the Elders heard it twice; and
(31:14)
the nation heard it once. Then Moshe Rabbeinu would leave,
Concerning
Yamim
Tovim, Festivals, we find the
and Aharon would review the lesson once; then his sons
concept of lachem, “For you,” which means that a person is
would repeat the lesson, followed by the Elders, who would
permitted to have personal enjoyment from the Festival. The
repeat the lesson until each group -- Aharon, his sons, the
Talmud (Pesachim 68b) cites a dispute between Rabbi Eliezer
Elders, the nation -- all studied the Halachah four times. The
and Rabbi Yehoshua concerning the proper manner in which
nation heard four shiurim, lectures: Moshe, Aharon, his sons,
to celebrate Yom Tov. Rabbi Yehoshua contends: chetzya
the Elders. As a result, Rabbi Eliezer derives from here that a
LaHashem u’chetzya lachem; part of the day should be spent
Rebbe should teach his student the halachah (pasuk
in service to Hashem, ie, praying and learning, and part of the
Chumash, etc.) four times.
day for oneself, enjoying good food and wine. Rabbi Eliezer is
We now come to an apparent chiddush, novel
of the opinion that it be spent kulo LaHashem, in total service
thought, with regard to Hilchos Shabbos. Concerning the laws
to Hashem. In any event, Chazal (Pesachim 68b) say that
of Shabbos, the Almighty instructed Moshe: V’atah tidaber,
everyone agrees that Shabbos (the celebration of Shabbos)
“And you shall speak.” I want you to teach Klal Yisrael the
requires lachem. V’karasa la’Shabbos oneg, “And you shall
significance of Shabbos.
proclaim Shabbos a day of pleasure/delight” (Yeshayah
Horav Chaim Vital, zl, adds, when Klal Yisrael will
58:13). One must delight and take pleasure in Shabbos.
see that Shabbos is like no other mitzvah, for this mitzvah was
Nonetheless, the pasuk admonishes us: “You shall observe
personally taught to them by Moshe, they will learn to
the Shabbos, for it is holy to you,” concerning which Horav
appreciate the value of Shabbos and understand the
Nochum Horodner, zl, interprets: “You shall observe Shabbos
stringency of profaning it. As a result, they will make a
– for it is holy to you.” Even the aspect that is lachem, which
supreme effort to study its laws, reviewing them constantly
you take for yourself, the delight and pleasure must be
until they achieve proficiency in all of its intricacies.
kodesh. This means, the eating and drinking must be l’shem
What is the meaning of ach, es Shabsosai
Shomayim, for Heaven’s sake – not just to satiate our desires
tishmoreu, “However, you must observe My Shabbasos”? The
and fill our bellies.
Maggid, zl, m’Dubno, compares this to a young boy whose
Chazal (Shabbos 1118a) teach: Kol ha’meaneg es
mother had sewn two beautiful jackets. He immediately
ha’Shabbos nosnin lo nachalah bli metzarim, “Whoever
donned one of them and ran outside. The other jacket was
delights the Shabbos (brings joy to the Shabbos) will be given
left in a suit bag in his closet. On his way to his friend’s house,
a portion without borders,” unlimited possession, true
he was accosted by another boy who could not tolerate this
freedom without the restrictions imposed by the physical
boy’s new jacket. He demonstrated his disdain for the boy and
world. Our ability to connect with Hashem will be boundless.
his jacket by grabbing ahold of a bag of manure and flinging
Noticeably, Chazal say, “es haShabbos;” (one who delights)
its entire contents upon the boy with the new jacket.
the Shabbos – not “es atzmo,” himself. The focus of his delight
Gevald! Gevald! The first boy screamed through the
is Shabbos – not his own physical dimension. Shabbos is not
streets until he came home and was embraced by his mother.
about imbibing and eating for one’s personal pleasure; rather,
“Do not worry,” she said. “I will wash it immediately and allow
it is about giving pleasure to Shabbos by maintaining a
it to dry overnight. By tomorrow, it will be shining once again.
semblance of sanctity in every physical activity that we do on
She washed it with bleach, oxy clean and a host of other
Shabbos.
detergents, but a faint spot still remained. It no longer gave
Obviously, in order to achieve such a level of
the appearance of a brand new jacket. The other jacket,
sanctity whereby one consecrates his physical experience and
which had never left the closet, was pristine in its cleanliness.
uplifts it to a realm of holiness takes a special person with a
The Maggid explains the analogy. When the
profound understanding of the meaning and distinction of
nachash ha’kadmoni, primordial serpent, caused Adam
Shabbos Kodesh. Horav Yosef Halperin, zl, the first Rav of
HaRishon to sin on the Sixth Day of Creation, it tainted
Zichron Meir/Bnei Brak, related that when he was still in
everything that had preceded it in Creation during the
Europe, prior to emigrating to the Holy Land, he had traveled
previous six days. While it is true that Adam did teshuvah,
to one of the communities that specialized in therapeutic
repented, nonetheless, a taint, however minor, remained. No
health care. This was a village off the mainstream Jewish path

that did not have much of a Jewish community. He was able
to find a room in the home of a simple Jew, a hard-working
man who earned his living working in the fields surrounding
the village. During the six-day work week, he appeared
natural and the same as everyone else. On Shabbos, however,
his visage underwent a complete transformation. His
countenance shone as if a sacred aura emanated from him.
They spent Shabbos together, with the host learning Torah at
every juncture, singing zemiros, the festive Shabbos songs,
with a passion and sanctity that was palpable. The Shabbos
experience that Rav Halperin had was unlike anything that he
had ever experienced before – all because of his host. It came
to an abrupt end following Havdalah on Motzoei Shabbos.
The same thing was repeated the following week.
An entire week went by with the man acting no different than
the average villager. Come Shabbos, however, a
transformation occurred same as the week before. Rav
Halperin demanded an explanation, and he was unwilling to
take “no comment” for an answer. Finally, his host relented
and gave the following explanation:
“A number of years ago, I was a successful cattle
merchant, traveling from my home to various communities,
buying and selling cattle and other livestock. I did quite well.
One Erev Shabbos as I was returning from a very successful
business trip, I was running late and saw that I would not
make it home in time for Shabbos, so I stopped in Chernovitz
to spend Shabbos. Since I was coming off a good week, I had
a considerable sum of money in my wallet. Leaving it where I
was staying was unadvisable. I went to the Rav of the city,
Horav Chaim, zl, m’Czernovitz, author of the Sidduro Shel
Shabbos, and I asked if I could leave my money with him for
Shabbos. It was Shabbos, and Rav Chaim was already
ascending to a different world – a world of sanctity which
could only be experienced on Shabbos. I made my request. He
directed me to put the money into a drawer, and he returned
to his learning. I apologized for bothering him, saying that I
was concerned that the drawer was not locked; anyone could
get in and empty its contents. He said not to worry; he would
lock the drawer before Shabbos.
“Rav Chaim was so engrossed in his learning that he
forgot to lock the drawer. That Shabbos, I experienced what
might truly be considered mei’ein, a taste, of Olam Habba. To
gaze upon Rav Chaim on Shabbos was to look at the
countenance of a Heavenly angel: the singing; the learning;
the davening; it was all surreal. Once Shabbos was over, I
went to retrieve my wallet. I almost passed out when I
discovered that the wallet was gone! I went to Rav Chaim and
informed him that my wallet was missing. He then reminded
himself that he had forgotten to lock the drawer. Rav Chaim
began to tremble, and he broke out in a cold sweat. He passed
out and fell to the floor. Frozen with terror, I immediately
bent down to administer first aid. He opened his eyes and
began muttering, ‘How will I be able to repay the money? It is
all my fault. Even if I were to sell everything – my house,
furniture and religious artifacts, it would be insufficient to pay
the debt.’
“I whispered into the Rav’s ear, ‘Machul lach;
machul lach; I forgive you; I forgive you!’ When the Rav heard
this, he looked up and said, ‘It is not enough that you forgive
me. I caused you a great loss for which I am in your debt. What
can I do for you? How can I repay you?’ he thought for a
moment, then said, ‘I know what I can give you. I bless you to

experience the kedushas Shabbos as I do. It will not be exactly
the same, but almost.’
“Now, you know why my Shabbos is different. For
those 26 hours, I am in a different world, on a different plane,
transported there by Rav Chaim Chernovitz’s blessing.”

ראיתי את העם הזה והנה עם קשה ערף הוא
I have seen this nation and behold they are a stiffnecked nation. (32:9)
The chet ha’eigel, sin of the Golden Calf, is the first
collective rebellion against Hashem by the nation that had
just earlier accepted the Torah. Understandably, with our
limited ability, we are unable to fathom the sin. What
provoked it, its egregiousness, its roots in the mindset of the
people? We can, however, piece together various correlative
events which shed light on this defining sin. When we take
note of the haftorah, reading from the Prophets, which
describes Eliyahu HaNavi’s showdown with the prophets of
the Baal idol, we are enlightened with regard to a new
concept of sin and also to the error committed by the Jewish
People.
Let us first develop perspective on the sin
committed by the Jewish People during the time of Eliyahu
HaNavi: In his rebuke to the nation, Eliyahu asks them, Ad
masai atem poschim al shtei ha’seifim, “Until when will you
dance between two opinions?” The people were acting
ambiguously – do they follow the Prophets of Hashem, or the
false prophets of the Baal? Eliyahu put it to them simply – but
firmly. “If Hashem is the G-d – follow Him. And if it is the Baal
– follow him!” (Melachim I 18:21). Eliyahu intimated that
there can be no ambiguity in religion. When one worships two
deities, when his allegiances are conflicted, he has nothing.
From Eliyahu’s declaration, we can deduce that it is
preferable to worship an idol than to amend idol worship to
one’s service of Hashem!
Were the Jewish People who made the Golden Calf
any different? They claimed that they needed an
intermediary to replace Moshe Rabbeinu who had “gone
missing.” Moshe descended the mountain and gave them his
response by breaking the Luchos, Tablets. Torah and idol
worship do not mix. It is either – or.
In his commentary to Pirkei Avos 1:5, Rabbeinu
Yonah (cited by Horav Shlomo Wolbe, zl,) writes: “Thoughts
of Torah and thoughts of promiscuity are two opposing
thoughts, which the heart cannot tolerate together.”
Likewise, explains Rav Wolbe, Torah observance and idolatry
do not mix. They are incompatible with one another. Torah
observance requires temimus, absolute purity, and Torah
which is influenced, buffered, motivated, appended by
idolatry is not true Torah. One is better off solely worshipping
an idol than incorporating idol worship in his avodas
HaKodesh, thereby corrupting Torah.
Rav Wolbe explains that Chazal specifically selected
Eliyahu’s showdown with the nevieei ha’baal as the haftorah
for the parsha of the eigal ha’zahav due to the corollary
between the two. When Klal Yisrael committed the chet
ha’eigal, Hashem told Moshe that He has seen this nation,
and they are a stiff-necked nation. The reason for their
punishment was not idolatry, but the negative character of
stiff-neckedness which lay at the root of their sin.

